In this paper, we present a new coarse-grained (CG) model for poly (α-peptoid)s that is compatible with the MARTINI CG FF. In the proposed model, CG poly (α-peptoid) is composed by a CG backbone (here we select polysarcosine as the backbone) and side chain beads. The CG model of the backbone (polysarcosine) in a solvent is first developed and then extended to poly (α-peptoid)s with different side groups that can be obtained from MARTINI FF. We demonstrate that our CG model has good transferability. For example, the CG potentials for polysarcosine can be transferred to predict hydration free energy of other peptoids. Also, the CG polypeptoid model accurately predicts the radius of gyration over a wide range of chain lengths and the solvation free energy for relatively short peptoid molecules in good solvents. We use the CG model to study sequenced diblock polypeptoid in binary solvent mixtures and compare the results with the experimentally observed coil-globule transition.
Introduction
Peptoids are artificial polymers designed to mimic functions of naturally-occurring peptides.
In peptides, side chains are appended to the α-carbon, while in peptoids, side chains are attached to nitrogen atoms and form repeat units of N-substituted glycine molecules. 1 The lack of both backbone chirality and backbone hydrogen bond donors in peptoids results in a variety of secondary structures. Peptoid biomimetic structure and well controllable molecular sequence 2 have been shown to benefit applications ranging from biomedicine to material synthesis. 3 For example, peptoids have been used in biomineralization, 4, 5 antifouling, 6 hydrate inhibitors 7 and biorecognition sensors. 8 Similar to amino acids, peptoids can be classified as α-peptoids, β-peptoids, and γ-peptoids according to the N-substituted group position.
Among them, oligomeric α-peptoids have been extensively investigated as peptidomimetic surrogates for medical applications. Poly(α-peptoid)s can fold into well-defined secondary structures (e.g., helices) dictated by the steric and electronic properties of the side chains.
The simplest example of such structures is polysarcosine, based on the natural, non-toxic amino acid sarcosine (N-methyl glycine). 9 In the past, polysarcosine was mostly considered in the context of synthetic polypeptides. Recently, polysarcosine have been rediscovered as a biocompatible and degradable polymer and employed in a number of drug delivery systems as micelles, 10 polymersomes, 11 protein conjugates, 12 and nanoparticles. 13 Furthermore, polysarcosine-based block copolymers, especially polysarcosine-co-polypeptides or copolypeptoids, bear enormous potential to create body-compatible materials enabling the synthesis of carrier systems completely based on endogenous amino acids.
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The first polysarcosine block copolymers were reported by Gallot 15 and Kimura. 16 Barz and co-workers further advanced synthesis methods and produced several novel functional block copolypept(o)ides. [17] [18] [19] [20] Despite significant progress in understanding peptoid block polymers, many challenges still remain. For example, the phase space of different side chains and conformations of polypeptoids have hardly been explored. Since laboratory experiments are difficult to perform, molecular simulations have become a popular tool for designscreening and discovery of new monomer and sequences. For example, Park and Szleifer used atomic molecular dynamics (MD) simulation to demonstrate the ability of polysarcosine and N-methoxyethyl glycine oligomers to act as anti-fouling agents when end-grafted to surfaces. 21 Whitelam's atomic MD simulations discovered a new secondary structure, the sigma-strand, in polypeptoid nanosheets. 22 Baer's atomic MD study of peptoid oligomers 23 improved understanding of how hydrophobic effects and ion-mediated interactions cooperate to drive assembly and folding in polypeptoids. These examples show that atomic MD methods can accurately describe the solvation behavior of peptoids in solution, including local chain orientation and intermolecular interactions at the nanometer scale. However, because of the long-range electrostatic interactions and large relaxation times of polypeptoid solutions, atomic MD simulations are too costly to simulate the intermediate structure and
assembly dynamics of polypeptoids. Coarse-grained (CG) models can provide an alternative to atomistic models. 24 In CG models, the number of degrees of freedom in polymer repeat units is reduced in a systematic manner by representing a group of atoms or repeat units with a CG bead such that critical chemical information is retained to distinguish the interactions of various functional groups in the polymer. Therefore, a CG model can provide an in-depth picture of nanostructures and formations (e.g., a specific backbone conformation)
at significantly reduced computational cost. The effective interactions between CG beads are obtained by averaging over the atomic degree of freedom. Depending on a quantity of interest, the methods to develop CG models can be classified as structure-based, force-based, and thermodynamics-based methods. The CG potentials can be obtained to reproduce microscopic (bottom-up approach) or macroscopic (top-down approach) quantities.
Two important properties of a "predictive" CG model are representability and transfer- 
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In this paper, we present a new CG model for poly α-peptoids in solution that combines the structure-based and thermodynamic-based approaches (i.e., we select the local and global molecular structures and solvation free energy as targets) under the framework of MARTINI CG force field (FF). 40 We choose polysarcosine as our initial target molecule because of its simplicity and also because it serves a backbone of many poly α-peptoids. Because of compatibility with MARTINI FF, some nonbonded interactions as interactions between beads of different solvents and sidechain beads and solvents can be directly borrowed from MARTINI FF. In our CG systems, we introduce three types of beads, including backbone, sidechain, and solvent beads. We develop CG models of polysarcosine in four solvents:
water, acetonitrile, 1-octanol, and hexane. Then, the CG poly (α-peptoid) parameters is extended to other α-peptoids as poly (N-(2-carboxyethyl) glycine) and poly N-pentyl glycine to evaluate the transferability of the resulting CG FF. The performance of the CG poly (α-peptoid) model in various solvents for different chain lengths is also tested. Finally, we apply the CG FF to a sequenced diblock polypeptoid in binary solvent mixtures to study the coil-globule transition and validate against experimental results.
Methodology and simulation details Atomic model
In this work, the CG FF for poly (α-peptoid) is built using a bottom-up approach. Therefore, the accuracy of atomic simulations strongly affects the CG model's accuracy. 
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In this study, we adopt Whitelam's atomic peptoid FF, 45 which is based on CHARMM22 is used for water. 47 A time step of 2 fs is used in atomic simulations. All bonds with hydrogen atoms are constrained using the LINCS algorithm. 48 The van der Waals forces are modeled as Lennard-Jones (LJ) force with a cutoff (set here to 0.9 nm for all atoms) and a force switch that smoothly interpolates the LJ function to zero at the distance between atoms equal to 1.2 nm. Long-range electrostatics is calculated using the particle-mesh Ewald summation.
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All modeled systems are equilibrated using isothermal-isobaric (NPT) ensemble simulations.
The equilibrium time in these simulations is 20 ns and the target temperature and pressure are 298 K and 1 atm imposed with the V-rescale thermostat and Berendsen barostat.
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The production simulations are performed with Nose-Hoover thermostat 52 and ParrinelloRahman barostat. 53 The production simulation time is 2000 ns in the global conformation study. The equations of motion are integrated using the velocity Verlet algorithm. We run five independent simulations for each chain length with random initial configurations in the global conformation study. Trajectories are stored every 2000 steps. All MD simulations are performed using GROMACS 5.1.2. 54 The VMD program is used to visualize the resulting molecular systems.
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Free energy of solvation and transfer
To validate the atomic simulations and parameterize the CG FF, we calculate the solvation free energy of polysarcosine, poly (N-(2-carboxyethyl) glycine), and poly (N-pentyl glycine) in various solvents. Several methods exist to calculate the solvation free energy, including
Bennett acceptance ratio method 56 (BAR), umbrella sampling method, 57 and the thermodynamic integration (TI) method. 58 Taddese and Carbone noted that the BAR method give the same result as the umbrella sampling and TI methods, while it is computationally more efficient than the TI method. 59 Therefore, in this study we employ the BAR method, as im- 
CG mapping and potentials CG mapping
CG mapping from the atomic to coarse scale is not unique, and a mapping scheme can affect both predicting power and computation efficiency of the CG model. In our CG model of the polysarcosine (poly (α-peptoid) backbone), we define CG beads as shown in Figure 1 .
Note that each CG bead includes a half of the CH 2 group and has mass of 71.076 (relative atomic mass), which is very close to that in the original MARTINI FF (each CG bead has the mass of 72). This makes the proposed CG mapping compatible with the MARTINI FF.
Similar to the polybutadiene CG model, 31 we center beads at the geometric center of the C-N bond. This choice of the bead placement allows the CG bond potential to be fitted with 
In the next two sections, we discuss parameterization of these potentials. 
where, r, θ, and ϕ are the bond length, bond angle, and dihedral angle, respectively. We compute U CG bond (r), U CG angle (θ), and U CG torsion (ϕ) from atomic simulations using the Boltzmann inversion method 60 as:
Here, P In Figure 3a , we see that P CG bond (r) between backbone beads of polysarcosine in acetonitrile has Gaussian distribution. Therefore, the bond potential between the backbone beads can be accurately represented with the harmonic function: for this peptoid does not have a simple representation, and we prescribe it in a tabulated form. We also find that PDFs P CG angle (θ) , in polysarcosine ( Figure 3b ) and other petoids (for bonds between two backbone and backbone and side-chain beads) have non-Gaussian distributions. Therefore, the bond angle potentials U CG angle are given in the tabulated form.
We find that the torsion potential between the backbone beads has a symmetric bimodal distribution and, therefore, can be well approximated with the analytical function
All CG bonded interactions are listed in Tables 1-3 . Similar to Huang's CG poly(methyl methacrylate) model, 62 we disregard the torsion potentials between backbone and side-chain beads and two neighbor side-chain beads. To avoid the overlap between beads due to the 
To evaluate the dependence of local structures on solvent types, we analyzed the atomic simulation trajectory of polysarcosine chain in a CG manner (i.e., we determine locations of CG beads from atomic simulations as described in Figure 1 and obtain the PDFs for the bond length, bond angle, and dihedral angle of CG polysarcosine chain in acetonitrile, water and sarcosine monomer. Tabulated (see Figure S1 ) Table 2 : CG Bond angle bending potential for polysarcosine.
Bond angle bending k(KJ/mol) θ(degree) PA-PA-PA Tabulated (see Figure S1 ) PA-PA-P3
Tabulated (see Figure S1 ) Table 3 : CG torsion potential for polysarcosine. Table 4 .
Parametrization of the nonbonded potentials of CG acetonitrile bead
As shown in Table 4 , for all considered solvents, except acetonitrile, σ and ε are given in the original MARTINI CG FF and its extensions. Note that MARTINI CG FF uses the P4 type bead for water, SC1 for hexane, and P1+C1 for 1-octanol. Because of the acetonitrile chemical properties, the type of acetonitrile beads should be one of N or P subtypes. We find Table 4 : CG nonbonded interaction pairs in the poly (α-peptoid) solution. Sarcosine=PA, water=P4, Acetonitrile=Snd1, n-butyl group=P1, n-butanol group=C1, Hexane=SC1, Acetic group=P3. R=obtained by matching R g , S=obtained by matching solvation free energy, M=original MARTINI FF. TBD=not discussed in this work. For 1-octonal CG model, it is a combination of CG n-butyl group and CG n-butanol group.
that none of these subtype beads can reproduce the solvation free energy computed from atomic simulation. Therefore, we define a new CG bead subtype SNd1 for CG acetonitrile bead with σ SN d1−SN d1 = 0.43 nm (according to the MARTINI rule for interactions between beads made of three heavy atoms). The parameter ε SN d1−SN d1 for the potential between acetonitrile beads is obtained by computing solvation free energy as a function of ε. Figure   6 presents the relationship between ε and the corresponding solvation free energy for CG acetonitrile solvated in acetonitrile solvent. The solvation free energy linearly decreases with increasing ε SN d1−SN d1 . We obtain ε SN d1−SN d1 = 6.570 KJ/mol to reproduce the solvation free energy ∆G = −19.51 ± 0.04 KJ/mol calculated from the atomic simulation. Note that this value exceeds the range of 2-5.6 KJ/mol for ε in the original MARTINI FF.
Next, we parameterize the LJ potential for interaction between SNd1 (acetonitrile) and P4 (water) beads. The σ SN d1−P 4 value for this potential is set to 0.47 nm. The interaction parameter ε SN d1−P 4 = 4.520 KJ/mol is found as above to match the solvation free energy of water in acetonitrile, ∆G = −13.75 ± 0.12 KJ/mol, found from the atomic simulation. Also, Parametrization of the nonbonded potentials between CG polysarcosine and solvent beads.
We determine the CG potentials between considered peptoids and any solvent in this section. Specifically, we compute the CG nonbonded potentials between polysarcosine monomer and water, 1-octanol, acetonitrile or hexane. In the original MARTINI CG FF, the glycine residue, which is similar to sarcosine, is labelled as type P5. 64 Using the MARTINI FF for interaction between P5 bead and water, we obtain the hydration free energy −40 kJ/mol, which is significantly larger than the hydration free energy of polysarcosine monomer (−48.16 kJ/mol) computed from the atomic simulation. Therefore, we define a new bead type, PA, for the CG polysarcosine monomer bead and compute the nonbonded interaction parameters between PA and solvent beads to reproduce the hydration free energy of polysarcosine monomer (see Figure 7 for chemical structure details) in the atomic simulation. Figure 8 shows that the hydration free energy linearly decreases as ε increases. We find ε P A−P 4 = 5.264 kJ/mol that reproduces the desired hydration free energy by linear fitting. This ε value is smaller than the interaction (5.6 kJ/mol) between glycine and water beads in the MARTINI CG FF. Also, it is consistent with the fact that the polarity of a sarcosine molecule is smaller than the polarity of a glycine molecule. We also use the same method to obtain ε in the potentials and hexane. Figure 9 shows the solvation free energy of polysarcosine monomer in hexane as a function of ε. From this figure, we find ε P A−SC1 = 3.197 KJ/mol. For 1-octanol, the estimation of ε is complicated because in MARTINI FF, 1-octanol molecules comprise of two CG beads with different types (P1 and C1). We first determine ε P A−C1 in the potential acting between PA and C1 beads. Next, we find ε P A−P 1 = 4.851 kJ/mol by matching solvation free energy in the corresponding atomic simulation (The red one in Figure 9 ). The solvation free energy of polysarcosine monomer in four solvents obtained in CG and atomic simulations are listed in Table 5 . In the above section, we show how to parameterize the nonbonded potential between poly (α-peptoid) backbone (polysarcosine) and solvent beads. Since the intramolecular nonbonded interactions are excluded for polysarcosine chain with length less than four repeat units, the interaction parameter between CG sarcosine repeat units does not affect the solvation free energy of polysarcosine monomer. Here, we compute ε P A−P A for polysarcosine CG beads by matching the R g for polysarcosine chain with 25 repeat units in acetonitrile obtained from the atomic simulations. We select acetonitrile in the calculation of R g because it was experimentally found to be a good solvent for polysarcosine. 65 Our atomic simulations show that R g has a power law behavior as a function of the number of repeat units (see Figure   10 ) with the scaling exponent 0.575, which, according to Flory's theory, 66 also confirms that acetonitrile is a good solvent for polysarcosine. Then, we obtain ε P A−P A = 5.6 KJ/mol to match the R g of polysarcosine with 25 repeat units. The comparison of R g as a function of the repeat unit number, obtained from CG and atomic simulations, is shown in Figure 10 .
The good agreement demonstrates transferability of the nonbonded potential, i.e., ε P A−P A obtained from a simulation of a chain with 25 repeat units accurately predicts R g of chains with other number of repeat units.
Theoretically, the solvation free energy of a polypeptoid with side chain in the CG model depends on the nonbonded potential between CG polypeptoid backbone and side chain.
For example, the solvation free energy of Poly (N-(2-carboxyethyl) glycine) is a function of ε P A−P 3 . Therefore, the interaction parameter ε could be determined by matching the free energy in an atomic simulation of peptoid with two repeat units (as was done to determine parameters in Figures 8 and 9 ). However, we performed CG simulations of poly (N-(2-carboxyethyl) glycine) with two repeat units with several ε P A−P 3 values and found no obvious difference in the resulting solvation free energy (see Table S1 ). Therefore, we set it to ε P A−P 3 = 4 KJ/mol, which corresponds to the level III value in MARTINI FF. This Table S2 .
To further test transferability of the CG FF, we calculate the hydration free energy for the polysarcosine, poly (N-(2-carboxyethyl) glycine) and poly N-pentyl glycine and R g for polysarcosine and poly (N-(2-carboxyethyl) glycine) in acetonitrile. The production simulation time is 1000 ns for calculating R g and 50 ns for estimating the hydration free energy.
Additionally, we simulate a CG sequenced diblock peptoid chain with 100 beads in a binary mixture of water and acetonitrile for 1000 ns and calculate its R g . In these simulations, the repeat unit for the diblock polymer includes four sarcosine and one (N-(2-carboxyethyl) glycine) CG beads and the acetonitrile concentration varies from 0 to 200 mol/L. In CG production simulations, constant temperature and pressure are maintained using Nose-Hoover thermostat 52 and Parrinello-Rahman barostat. 53 The LJ potential has the cutoff distance of Transferability with respect to R g According to the Flory theory, R g ∝ N v in polymer solutions, where N is the number of repeat units and ν is the Flory parameter. 66 The parameter ν is 0.59 for a good solvent and 0.30 for a poor solvent. Figure 10 shows results of atomic and CG simulations of polysarcosine in acetonitrile. We see that R g in both the atomic and CG simulations increases with N .
The R g obtained in CG simulations are in good agreement with the atomic results. The fitted ν from CG simulations is 0.591, which is consistent with the Flory theory. 
Coil-to-globule transition of polypeptoid chain
Polymer collapse is the simplest form of protein folding, which is caused by the intramolecular interactions and solvent entropy. In this section, we use our CG model to study unfolding of an initially coiled polysarcosine/poly (N-(2-carboxyethyl) glycine) diblock polypeptoid chain in water-acetonitrile mixture. The choice of this peptoid is motivated by the experiments 65 on the coil-to-globule transition, where the hydrophobic interactions are concluded to be the major driving force of the peptoid chain collapse. We simulate the behavior of the sequenced polysarcosine/poly (N-(2-carboxyethyl) glycine) diblock peptoid in a water-acetonitrile mixture for different acetonitrile concentrations. The sequenced polysarcosine/poly (N-(2-carboxyethyl) glycine) diblock peptoid chain includes 100 CG beads and the repeat unit is one (N-(2-carboxyethyl) glycine) bead and four sarcosine beads. In the experiment, 65 the polypeptoid chain were found to be coiled at low concentrations of ace- tonitrile and swell and form a globule at higher concentrations, as schematically shown in Figure 13 . Our CG model predicts the R g in the coil state of 2.15 ± 0.19nm, which is close to the R g values of 2.2 nm observed in the experiment. 65 In the globule state, our model predicts R g = 3.4 ± 0.25nm, which is close the experimental value of 3.5. Figure 14 shows the peptoid RDF for the lowest and highest considered acetonitrile concentrations. The RDF peaks in the higher concentration mixture are higher than those in the lower concentration mixture. The increase in both RDF peaks and R g with the acetonitrile concentrations indicates that peptoids is swollen as the acetonitrile concentration increases.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a new CG model for poly (α-peptoid)s. We built the CG model We evaluated the transferability of the bonded interaction parameters (bond, angle and torsion potentials) in the CG polysarcosine model by comparison of the local conformational
PDFs of polysarcosine in various solvents. The previous CG models 60, 68 found that the bond and angle potentials to be transferable and torsion potential to be non-transferable in solution. In our CG model, the bond and angle potentials for polysarcosine are transferable for all considered solvents and the torsion potential is only transferable for good solvent.
We demonstrated the transferability of torsion potential in good solvent with respect to the chain length by comparing the Rg of polysarcosine in a good solvent at modestly high molecular weight in atomic and CG simulations. We also found good transferability of the CG backbone parameter to poly (N-(2-carboxyethyl) glycine) in good solvent with respect to the chain length. Next, we demonstrated that the nonbonded potentials are transferable with respect to the solvation free energy for peptoids oligomers with the backbone made of five or less repeat units. We calculated the solvation free energy of two different polypeptoids, polysarcosine in acetonitrile and poly (N-(2-carboxyethyl) glycine) in water. The difference between the free energy in CG and atomic predictions for polysarcosine in acetonitrile is less than 6% for all considered chain lengths. The error in the solvation free energy of poly (N-(2-carboxyethyl) glycine) in water is less than 6% for chain length less than four repeat units and increases to about 16% for the five-unit-long peptoid chain. Note that the hydrogen bonding between side chains makes water like a poor solvent for poly (N-(2-carboxyethyl) glycine) in the atomic simulation here. Given that the torsion potential is not used for poly (α-peptoid) backbone length less than four CG beads, the relatively large error for the peptoid with backbone larger than four beads indicate that the torsion potential has weak transferable in poor solvents. On the other hand, the simulations of polysarcosine in acetonitrile confirmed that the torsion potential is transferable in good solvents. Finally, we demonstrated that our CG model can describe the coil-to-globule transition of diblock polypeptoid chain in water-acetonitrile mixture and accurately predict the radius of gyration at both coil and globule states.
In this work, we demonstrated transferability of the CG potentials with respect to sol- 
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